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Course Change Requests

CVEN 626: Roadside Safety Design

Title:

FROM: Roadside Safety Design

TO: Highway Safety

Course Description:

FROM: Fundamental concepts of designing safety into roadways; safety improvement programs, accident data analysis, safety methodology, safety in cross section design and the design of safety devices; safety improvement programs, sideslopes and ditches, breakaway devices, crash cushions and roadside barriers.

TO: Fundamental concepts for performing traffic safety analyses; crash data collection and database management; safety improvement programs; accident data analysis; development of statistical models; before-after studies; economic analyses; accident risk.

MEEN 667: Mechatronics

Contact Hours:

FROM: 3-0

TO: 2-3
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Course Withdrawals

OCNG 600: Survey of Oceanography
OCNG 622: Anly of Benthic Communities
OCNG 642: Marine Biochemistry Lab
OCNG 647: Chem Con of Mar Environments
OCNG/MARS 675: Env Mgmt System Strategies
OCNG/MARS 676: Marine Environmental Policies

Courses no longer being offered.
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Special Consideration Item:

The College of Veterinary Medicine & Biomedical Sciences would like to consolidate two low-producing degrees (M.S. in Epidemiology and M.S. in Veterinary Public Health) into one degree (M.S. in Veterinary Public Health-Epidemiology).